Requirements: 3 - 4 assignments (15%); mid-term (25%); final (60%).

Text: Arthur O'Sullivan, *Urban Economics*

♦ Reading package at Allegra

* Required reading

An asterisk indicates a required reading

1. Introduction
   O'Sullivan, Chapter 1*

2. Urban Structure and Land Rents
   O'Sullivan, Chapters 7, 8 (215-245*), 9, 10*

3. Development of Systems of Cities
   O'Sullivan, Chapters 2*, 3*, 4*, 5 (119-133*), 6

4. Housing
   O'Sullivan, Chapters 14 (367-370*, 383-391*), 15*

5. Transportation
   O'Sullivan, Chapter 19 (545-561*), 20 (585-594*)
   ♦ "Urban Sprawl," J. Brueckner, University of Illinois.*

6. Local Public Finance
   O'Sullivan, Chapter 16 (449-466*), 17 (481-494*), 18 (522-536*)